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HTML5 Essentials For  
SPA Development In The Enterprise 

A Keyhole Software Tutorial 

 
 
This tutorial covers: 

● What is HTML5? 
● HTML5's role in an enterprise SPA 
● Features compelling to enterprise SPAs 
● Additional HTML5 features  
● Mobile HTML5 support 
● HTML5 browser support issues and resolutions 

 

Introduction 
HTML5 is a technology topic that is most likely being discussed in your IT organization. Much                
press and hype have been made about the technology. Will it live up to the hype, or will it                   
not? I think it will, as its success will be tied how SPA applications can utilize HTML. And as                   
long as web browsers are ubiquitous, then HTML will continue. 
 
If there's a sudden shift away from the browser to native applications, then HTML5 might be                
in jeopardy. Arguably, enterprises can cover more devices by implementing a browser-based            
SPA with JavaScript and HTML5. This tutorial will describe the new features of HTML5, making               
an attempt to point out features that are compelling to enterprise SPA development. 

1. What Is HTML5? 
HTML5 is just the next version of the HMTL. The HTML5 specification was finalized in 2013 by                 
the W3C. For the last few years, the specification has been in flux, or still being worked on,                  
by the W3C working groups. Browser manufactures have chosen to implement some of the the               
specifications, but some high-profile companies are backing off the technology (Facebook for            
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example). Coupling this with the specification previously not finalized, adoption has been            
slow. 
 
With the finalization of the specification, many of the features are already supported by              
recent versions of all the major browser manufacturers. You can assume that all of the               
features described in this section are supported by the browsers' version shown in figure 1.1,               
unless otherwise noted. 

 
Figure 1.1 – Browser HTML5 Support includes Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Safari, Opera, and version nine of Internet Explorer. 

 
There are many sites that you can visit with a browser to test HTML5 features and report how                  
compatible your browser and others are. One site is aptly called HTML5 Test and is available                
at www.html5test.com. 

2. Compelling SPA-Related Features 
There are many useful HTML5 features, but not all provide a compelling feature for enterprise               
SPA development. While this is arguable, most enterprise applications don't readily use            
multi-media features. If you remember, enterprise applications typically have heavily-used          
create, read, update, and delete (CRUD) type requirements. These are the considerations            
used to determine compelling enterprise SPA feature. Remaining sections will cover other            
cool features of HTML5. 

UI Elements 

Standard HTML form elements have always been an afterthought. Form elements were not an              
original part of the HTML specification but were eventually introduced to allow possible user              
interaction with web sites and applications. JavaScript and CSS magic have been used to              
specialize form elements for UI metaphors common on many applications. HTML5 has            
recognized this and introduced the following new elements. 
 
Progress 
How many progress UI indicators have you implemented? Many libraries and utilities provide             
progress whirly gigs and progress indicators. But now, progress or activity can now be              
implemented using the following element, as shown in figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 Example of progress indicators available through this HTML5 feature and the code for each 

 
Meter 
The meter elements allows increments or unit of measure to be tracked and displayed. High,               
low, max, and min values can be defined. Figure 2.2 shows a list of examples with a screen                  
shot: 
 

 
Figure 2.2 – Meter Element examples 

 
DataList 
This is a form element that is long overdue. DataList elements define a set of option                
elements that can be tied to an input field. When input is entered into the field, it matches                  
against the data list. Figure 2.3 shows an example of a data list UI and element. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.3 – Data List element example 
 

This is a very common user interface requirement that, up until now, had to be emulated                
using JavaScript and CSS magic. Here's a caveat: it is currently supported by all browsers               
except Safari. 
 
Keygen 
Securing web traffic with SSL is the standard way to secure browser to server              
communications. The <keygen> element tag generates a public/private. The private key is            
stored in a local keystore and the public key is sent the server.  
 
Figure 2.4 shows an example, that defines a keygen  element with a form. 
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Figure 2.4 – Keygen element example 
 

The <keygen> element has attributes that toggles a challenge dialog and algorithm key type              
selection, such as RSA, DSA, or EC. 
 
Output 
When implementing an HTML form, output often needs to be displayed within the form.              
Elements within the form are all elements that accept input from the user. Yes, you can set                 
values to an input text field and disable it or make it read-only. However, why not have an                  
element to display form output? The <output>  element provides this capability. 
 
The example in figure 2.5 shows a form with two input values. The <output> element is                
used to display the output of adding these two input values. 

 
Figure 2.5 Example of a form with two input values and an <output> element, with the code to achieve this feature 
 

Data input using a text <input> element is the primary way that data entry forms are                
implemented in browser applications. Lots of JavaScript/CSS mastication and UI framework           
libraries have been created to emulate input fields for specific data types, such as dates,               
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numbers, email addresses, and telephone numbers. 

New Input Types 

HTML5 has eliminated the need for this workaround by specifying built-in input types. Figure              
2.7 shows an example of the date input type definition. 
 

 
Figure 2.6 Example of the date input type definition and code required to achieve this feature 
 

It's nice to have built-in support for a date picker as you no longer have to introduce a date                   
picker component. There are many more useful input types available in the specification. The              
downside is that not all browser currently support these types. If a browser does not currently                
support these types, then the fallback will be a plain input text field. Here is a list of the new                    
elements: 

  

Type Description 

tel Telephone number; supported by  

search Displays typical search specific input field  

email Single or multiple email formatted entries  

datetime UTC date time  

date Date only 
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month  Year and Month 

week Week of year in the format 2013-w04 means week 4 of 2013 

time Hour, minutes, seconds 

datetime-local Date time and no time zone 

number Numerical value 

range Numerical range 

color  Color chooser 

 
Table 2.1 – Useful input types supported in HTML5 
 

At the writing of this tutorial, not all browsers supported all of these input types. But now                 
that the HTML5 specification has been completed, eventually these tags will be as common as               
the <button>  tag. 

New Input Attributes 

Much SPA functionality revolves around form input and processing. The previous sections            
showed new input types. Another behavior that every SPA, or web application for that              
matter, is form validation. 
 

In an SPA architecture, the type of data that can be input is done client side, validating when                  
a form is submitted. All web applications have to implement form validation. Many             
frameworks and approaches have been defined over the years to validate input forms. A lot of                
effort has gone into validating forms in client side browsers. HTML5 has recognized this              
requirement and provided built-in features for form validation and more. The figure below             
shows and example form utilizing the new input types and form validation attributes. 

 
Figure 2.7 – New form attributes and input types 
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The HTML in figure 2.7 implements autofocus, validates that a valid email address has been               
entered, and reports an error message on form submit. It prevents form submission unless              
valid and displays a search input type with placeholder information with this HTML. 
 
<form> 
<label>Email</label> <input type="email" required autofocus/> 
<label>Search</label> <input type="search" placeholder="Enter something..."/>  
<input type="submit"/>  
</form> 
 

Before these new HTML5 features, the developer would have to implement a lot of JavaScript               
and CSS. Now it's native to the browser, and less code means fewer bugs with better                
performance. 

Custom Data Attributes 

A common practice in SPA applications is querying an HTML page's object model for elements               
and then operating upon these elements. Querying using the built-in document API can be              
done against elements or attributes. The HTML5 specification introduces the ability to define             
a custom attribute for any HTML element. Custom attributes are defined through defining an              
attribute prefixed with data- . Here is an example custom attribute defined to indicate a              
role for a <div>  tag: 
 
<div data-role="admin">  
.. 
</div> 
 

This attribute can be used when the page is rendered to only display this division for users                 
with an administrator role. The popular mobile framework jQuery utilizes custom data-            
attributes extensively to render mobile touch-sensitive user interfaces from standard HTML           
tags. As an example, jQuery mobile list interface and its HTML are shown in figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8 – Custom attributes applied to jQuery Mobile UI 
 

The data-role attribute of the <UL> tag indicates to the jQuery mobile framework that this               
will be a list. You can also see the data-filter attribute set to false. If set to true, a search                    
entry field and the ability to search would be rendered. The listView role indicates that               
the <ul> ,<li> , and <a>  are rendered and styled as a touch-friendly mobile interface. 
 

The custom data-* attributes allows meta data to be attached to standard HTML elements,              
so that they can be accessed and manipulated for specific customized needs. 

Local Storage 

Until HTML5 came on the scene, the only way to store information locally, in the browser,                
and between user sessions, was to use cookies. But user cookies are only accessible from               
server side logic and storage size is limited to 4096 bytes per user cookie. This does not                 
support an SPA-based application architecture, as the user interface logic is located client             
side. 
 

HTML5's local storage feature provides a simple way to store and access data locally from               
JavaScript. Local storage is essentially a key/value data store for strings. Local storage object              
is accessible from the localStorage global variable. Methods are defined that allow key/values             
to be stored and retrieved. Here is a usage example: 
 
localStorage.userid = 'dpitt'; ← set value in local storage 
localStorage['userid'] = 'dpitt';  
 
var id = localStorage.userid; ← get value from local storage object 
var id = localStorage['dpitt'];  
 
localStorage.clear(); ← clear local storage 
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Only string values can be stored in localStorage . But JavaScript's seamless ability to             
convert strings to and from JSON allows objects to be stored in the local cache. Here is an                  
example that uses local storage to cache a list of state objects in local storage: 
 
var states =  
{ ks:'Kansas',mo:'Missouri',co:'Colorado',ok:'Oklahoma',ne:'Nebraska'};  
localStorage.states = JSON.stringify(states); ← Turn JSON into string, save in local storage 
states = JSON.parse(localStorage.states); ← Obtain state JSON from local storage, parse to JSON 
console.log(states.co); ← Outputs Colorado to console 
 

Using local storage as a cache can improve performance by cutting down on remote server               
access calls. It can also be used to store session specific information in order to improve the                 
user experience. It is also a required element to help support an application to function in a                 
disconnected state. This might not be a requirement for desktop enterprise applications, but             
may be a consideration for mobility support. 
 

LocalStorage objects are tied to an originating URL where the application is served up              
from. Its contents are permanent between sessions, with no expiration date. It is cleared and               
managed with JavaScript code. 

Session Storage 

Session storage provides local storage but it is only visible during the browser session. When               
this ends, sessionStorage is cleared. A global sessionStorage variable is available and has             
the same access methods and API as localStorage . Saving the current user object in              
sessionStorage  is shown: 
 
var user = {userid: 'dpitt', first: 'David', last: 'Pitt' };  
sessionStorage.user = JSON.stringify(user);  
 

Like localstorage , sessionstorage  can only save string values. 

Inspecting 

Browser debugging tools provide a way to inspect local storage values. The screenshot in              
figure 2.9 displays Safari's local storage inspecting capabilities: 
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Figure 2.9 – Safari's local and session storage inspector 
 

Local storage is limited to 50 megabytes of data which should be more than enough to support                 
SPA caching requirements. 
 
Fallback 
Local storage is a well-supported feature by most all browsers. IE versions prior to 9 don't                
have this support. But, there are many ways to implement Fallback or substitute             
mechanisms. JavaScript can check for local and session storage support with the following             
code: 
 
if(typeof(Storage)!=="undefined")  
{ 
console.log("Local Storage not supported...");  
} 
else 
{ 

 console.log("Local Storage is supported...");  
} 
 

You can also make local storage transparent by implementing your own storage object that              
encapsulated local storage behavior, if it's not present, a cookie or global object can be used. 

WebSockets 
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WebSocket technology has a profound impact on building highly interactive, low latency, and             
rich user interfaces delivered through the browser. Before WebSockets, browsers accessed           
the server using a request/response-based HTTP protocol. Traditionally, the client would           
initiate requests and a connection with the server. AJAX technology allowed the client to              
emulate communicating with the server using a polling technique. The client would            
periodically check and “poll” the server for information. AJAX allowed server polling to             
happen without a page refresh. This works, but HTTP has overhead. As the server does not                
have a true connection to the client and it is just emulated, latency occurs. 
 

WebSockets allow for a true two-way client server connection over sockets without the             
overhead of HTTP. A comparison of HTTP and WebSockets client/server connectivity is shown             
in figure 2.10. 

 
Figure 2.10 – HTTP versus WebSocket Client Server Connectivity 

 
The type of applications that require low latency realtime feedback that WebSockets support             
are: 

● Real Time Dashboards 
● Game Development  
● Chat and Messaging  

WebSockets are used in a client browser with JavaScript. The best way to see how they work,                 
is to see come code in action, so let's walk through some usage examples. Clients open a                 
connection to a WebSockets server with the following JavaScript expression: 
 
var connection = new WebSocket('ws://manning.websocket.org/ticker', ['soap',  
'xmpp']); 
 

The connection object's first argument is a WebSocket-specific URL, and the second argument             
is a supported subprotocol. With a URL specific to the WebSocket specification, notice the              
ws:<servername>  format. The second argument is a supported sub-protocol. 
 

Connections raise events for errors, messages from the server, and when the connection is              
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successfully opened. Here is how these events are handled: 
 
connection.onopen = function () { ← Send message to server on connection open 
connection.send('hello world');  
}; 
connection.onerror = function (error) { ← Handle error message 
console.log('WebSocket Error ' + error);  
}; 
connection.onmessage = function (e) { ← Handle message sent from server 
console.log('Data from Server: ' + e.data);  
}; 

 
String and binary data are the only types supported by the WebSocket specification. Receiving              
binary data can be accomplished as either a blob or array buffer. Binary data can be sent and                  
received as a blob or binary array buffer. Strings need to be converted to other types. Here is                  
an example of how a number is converted: 
 
connection.onmessage = function (e) {  
console.log('Number sent back from server ' + new Number(e.data));  
}; 
 

With the client-side API introduced, the next section will identify some server software that              
support WebSockets. 

WebSockets Server 

Many server options exist that support HTTP server/request client server architecture through            
the web. Since WebSocket is new, not so many exist, but the compelling possibilities of this                
technology is sure to change this. Even though WebSockets do not implement the HTTP              
protocol, the specification requires an initial handshake to occur in HTTP before the             
WebSocket connection is opened. Once opened, it communicates using the lightweight           
WebSocket protocol. It makes sense that existing HTTP-based servers could be augmented or             
enhanced to honor WebSockets. 
 
Here is a list of some currently available WebSocket server implementations: 
 
Node.js 

● Socket.io 
● WebSocket.node 
● ws 

Java 
●  Jetty 

.Net 
●  Super 
● WebSocket 

 
Fallback 
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WebSockets are both new and compelling, but this is still one of the features slow in                
adoption. So, how can the enterprise start taking advantage of the technology now? Especially              
considering the fact that enterprises are typically not quick to upgrade or grab the latest               
browser version? There are some JavaScript libraries that can be used that implement client              
and server implementations of the WebSocket API. This tactic allows any browser to use              
WebSockets, as the server side uses HTTP connections to emulate the WebSocket protocol. It              
won't perform as pure WebSockets, but you'll still be able to apply WebSockets. 

3. Additional HTML5 Features 
Before HTML5 came available, 3D graphics, animations, and videos required plug-in           
technologies to be delivered to browsers. A good example of this is Flash, which enabled               
game development and highly-produced graphical content. This worked well enough, but           
users frequently experienced compatibility problems, lengthy loading times, and performance          
issues. 
 
Considering the downtrend on laptops and desktops and the uptrend of mobile devices for              
games, videos, advertising, and graphic content, this makes it a perfect time to shift to SPAs                
without plug-in technology, instead using native browser support. Here are these graphic,            
multimedia, and offline capabilities. 

Canvas 

Canvas is one of the most compelling new features of HTML5. The canvas is a region that can                  
be defined with a browser that allows 2D and 3D graphics to be defined with a JavaScript API.                  
A canvas element is shown: 
 
<canvas id="guitar">  
</canvas> 
 

Assuming the canvas element shown, images can be loaded and drawn upon using the canvas               
JavaScript API. The figure and code snippet that follow show how JavaScript code can be used                
to draw a guitar image and music notes on the canvas. 
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Figure 3.1 – Guitar fretboard image with notes drawn on the canvas 

 
The following is the JavaScript code that draws the guitar image and music notes onto the                
canvas: 
var note = ['D','A','D','G','A','D']; ← Notes to draw 
var stringsX = [26,63,102,138,174,212];  ← String x coordinate  
for (i = 0;i < strings.length;i++) { ← Loop over strings 
var x = strings[i]-9;  
var y = 150 - 32;  

ctx.fillStyle = "white";  ← Draw note on canvas context 
ctx.fillText(note[i], x,150);  

}  
 
Image display is something that HTML has done for years. But being able to directly draw in                 
the browser is compelling. Developers can use the canvas in the same manner as a graphic                
context is for an operating system display. Shapes, lines, and polygons can be drawn and click                
events can be captured. With 2D and 3D capabilities, what can be done with the canvas API is                  
limited only by one's imagination. 

Audio 

Prior to HTML5, playing audio files (MP3, WAV, and ogg, for example) would require a browser                
plug-in. Now, simply defining the <audio controls> element tag will load and display an              
audio control widget that will play the file. See figure 2.11. 
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Figure 3.2 – Audio element tag example with a screen shot of the corresponding control displayed in the browser 

 
You can also use the <audio> tag by itself to play sounds without the control widget being                 
displayed, or even to use the JavaScript API to apply more control to the file. Here is a                  
snippet of JavaScript code that uses a jQuery selector to obtain reference to an <audio>               
object in the DOM, and then issues the play()  method: 
 

 var a = $('#audio1')[0]; ← Get audio element object using jQuery selector  
 a.play(); ← Play sound  

Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) 

Displaying vector graphics has commonly been done using PNG or JPEG images. Unfortunately,             
JPEG image quality suffers as the image is displayed on different screen resolutions. PNG              
images have good quality, but don't scale well due to their size. By contrast, SVG images are                 
smaller and scale well with varying screen resolutions. SVG images can be defined using the               
<img> tag just like any other image. Here is an example: 
 
<img src=” logo.svg“ alt=”logo”/>  
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Gradients, animations, image manipulation, and other effects can be applied using the <svg>             
tag. 
 
Listing 3.1 – An example gradient definition of an SVG image 
<svg xmlns = "http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" > 

< defs > 
< linearGradient  id= "blueshiny" > 
< stop  stop-color= "#a0caf6"  offset= "0" /> 
< stop  stop-color= "#1579df"  offset= "0.5"  /> 
< stop  stop-color= "#1675d6"  offset= "0.5" /> 
< stop  stop-color= "#115ca9"  offset= "1" /> 
</linearGradient>  
</defs> 

< g  id= "button"  onclick="alert('ouch!');">  
< rect  fill= "url(#blueshiny)"  width= "198"  height= "83"  x= "3"  y= "4" 
rx= "15"  /> 
< text  x= "100"  y= "55"  fill= "white"  font-size= "18pt"  text- 
anchor= "middle" >Press me</text>  
</g> 
</svg> 
 

SVG images are much smaller in size than any other format and look great even when resized.                 
With so many devices available with varying screen sizes and processing power, SVG images              
are a good solution. 

Video 

HTML5 browsers provide an embedded video viewer. Like the other features mentioned, this             
eliminates the need for plug-ins. 

CSS3 

CSS3 is a separate specification that the W3C also governs. It applies styling and layout               
elements to HTML elements. It's rare to find an enterprise developer skilled in applying CSS,               
but they do exist. If you find one, they can be worth their weight in gold. The right CSS                   
touches can make application user interfaces beautiful. We say that an enterprise application             
should be useable, not beautiful, but we all know that a graphically-appealing user interface              
goes a long way. 
CSS style sheets are usually used and not created, and maybe the organization has produced               
or used a standard style sheet. Developers will sometimes modify and tweak styles for              
padding and alignment by overriding CSS elements. 
CSS3 has introduced new elements that allow for animations, effects, fonts, and colors to be               
applied with pure CSS as opposed to using a plug-in or JavaScript code. Here's a list of new UI                   
CSS3 features: 

● Borders – New properties allow for round and shadowed borders 
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● Backgrounds – New properties for greater control over sizing and appearance 
● Text Effects - Shadow effects and word wrapping properties for text 
● Fonts – Non “Web Safe” type fonts can be used  
● 2D and 3D transforms – Propertied and methods to rotate, scale, spin, turn, and move               

images 
● Transitions – This new style allows time sensitive effects to be added to elements              

without using JavaScript or plug-ins 
● Multiple Columns – Allows divisions to be divided up into columns 

Application Cache 

Caching application resources from the server improves performance and supports the ability            
to allow applications to execute without connectivity. This is one reason why this section is               
located in the “non-relevant” SPA feature section. Arguably, most enterprises have a robust             
networking infrastructure and require access to enterprise data sources. So, having to build             
applications that operate without connectivity is not usually a requirement, at least for now.              
This could change going forward as the “bring-your-own-device” movement surges in the            
enterprise. 
 
The application cache will store resources locally as they are encountered. If connectivity is              
lost, the application or website uses the resources in the cache. Large resource files like               
images have always been cached by browsers, but the HTML5 application cache standardizes             
caching to all resources: JavaScript files, HTML, JSON, images, and CSS, for example. 
 
The cache is enabled by simply defining the manifest attribute in a documents <HTML> tag.               
This will cause all resources loaded by the browser to be stored locally in the application                
cache. 
 
<html lang= "en-us"  manifest= "example.appcache"  > 

…. 
</html> 
 

The manifest attribute specifies a manifest file definition. If this definition is not present, all               
resources will be cached as they are encountered. 
 
Explicit Caching 
A developer can also specify in advance what resources to pull from the server and cache.                
This is done by defining a cache.manifest file. This text file specifies where files for               
caching can be listed. 
 
Listing 3.2 – Example of cache manifest definition 
CACHE MANIFEST # 2012-9-1:24  
# Explicitly cached 'master entries  
CACHE: 
app.js 
css /jquery.mobile-1.1.0- rc .2.min.css  
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css /jquery.mobile.structure-1.1.0- rc .2.min.css  
css /jquery.mobile.theme-1.1.0- rc .2.min.css 
css /styles.css 
index.html  
libs /AMDbackbone-0.5.3. js 
libs /backbone-0.9.2. js 
libs / css /normalize.css  
libs / jqm -config.js  
libs / jquery -1.7.2. js 
libs/jquery.mobile-1.1.0-rc.2.  
 

Files specified under the CACHE: directive in this file will be loaded asynchronously. Wild              
card entries are not supported, so all files to cache have to specify full file paths. 
 
Some resources require a connected state and cannot be cached. You can also specify files               
not to cache using the NETWORK: directive. Files and resources under this section will bypass               
the application cache. The following is an example URL endpoint that requires network             
connectivity: 
 
NETWORK:  http://localhost:8080/khs-backbone-example/sherpa  

 
Another nice capability is the ability to communicate when a resource is not available. The               
FALLBACK: directive can be associated with resource(s). If connectivity is lost then the             
specified HTML file is displayed to inform the user that connectivity has been lost. Here is an                 
example definition 
 
FALLBACK: /*.html /offline.html  
 

Interestingly, the FALLBACK:  directive allows wild cards to be specified. 
 
JavaScript API 
JavaScript can also be used to check on the status of the application cache. The cache object                 
is attached to the global window object. See listing 3.3 for an example. 
 
Listing 3.3 – Example of an expression that returns application cache's current status 
var appCache = window.applicationCache;  
switch (appCache.status) {  

case appCache.UNCACHED: ← Uncached == 0 
return 'UNCACHED';  
break; 

case appCache.IDLE: ← Idle == 1 
return 'IDLE';  
break; 

case appCache.CHECKING: ← Checking == 2 
return 'CHECKING';  
break; 

case appCache.DOWNLOADING: ← Downloading == 3 
return 'DOWNLOADING';  
break; 
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case appCache.UPDATEREADY: ← Updateready == 4 
return 'UPDATEREADY';  
break; 

case appCache.OBSOLETE: ← Obsolete == 5 
return 'OBSOLETE';  
break; 
default: 
return 'UKNOWN CACHE STATUS';  
break; 
}; 
 

Also, the JavaScript application cache object has a method to request an update of the               
cache. Here is the code snippet: 
 
var appCache = window.applicationCache;  
appCache.update();  
 

You can also control when a cache update is applied. The following snippet shows how the                
cache that is updated can be swapped in: 
 
if (appCache.status == window.applicationCache.UPDATEREADY) {  
appCache.swapCache();  
} 
 

Making an application work in a non-connected state is not a major enterprise requirement              
today, but as organizations embrace mobile devices and the work force becomes more             
distributed, this requirement could change. It is good to know that the application cache              
mechanism can be applied on an “at will” basis using a cache manifest. 

4. Mobility and HTML5 
Mobility is something that enterprises have no choice but to address. As more and more users                
bring tablets and mobile devices into the enterprise, they will expect to access applications              
on them. Enterprises ignoring mobile devices will be missing a user productivity and efficiency              
opportunity. At some point it could even be a recruiting opportunity - people love their               
mobile devices. 
 

There are three approaches that can be taken for mobility. They are depicted in Figure 4.1: 
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Figure 4.1 – Mobile Application development architecture options 

 
SPA and HTML5 are components involved in browser and hybrid-based applications. They both             
utilize HTML5 and JavaScript to develop the application. Browser-based applications allow           
applications to run on any device with a supporting browser. Hybrid applications typically             
allow cross-device user interface development using HTML5 and embedding a browser in a             
native container. The native container allows access to device peripherals and the embedded             
browser allows one user interface to be developed for all devices. Native speaks for itself and                
offers the best user experience, but at the cost of having to develop applications for every                
supported device. 
 
HTML5 has some specific mobility features, local storage and the cache manifest which we've              
already covered support limited connectivity issues that can arise from mobile devices. Also,             
SVG images are more efficient and scale better on mobile devices. Additionally, CSS features              
support a responsive UI design. Some other features include geolocation. Here's an example of              
how current longitude and latitude of a the device can be obtained. 
 
var show = function(position) { ← Closure to display position coordinates 

console.log(position.coords.longitude);  
console.log(position.coords.lattitude)  

}; 
 
if (navigator.geolocation) { ← Check for browser support 

navigator.geolocation.getCurrentPosition(show); ← Geolocate coordinates 
} else { 

console.log("Browse does not support geolocation");  
} 

 
Also, a device's camera can be accessed to capture pictures and video with HTML. Here's an                
example of how a picture can be captured: 
 
<input type="file" accept="image/*" capture="camera">  
 

There's also a JavaScript API that can be used for more flexibility. The video and camera                
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features of HTML5 are currently supported by the mobile versions of browsers. 

Hybrid Mobile Approach 

As the name implies, hybrid mobile applications are a cross between a native application and               
a HTML5/Javascript-based application accessed from the browser. Native mobile applications          
rely upon "native" UI components, while this provides a responsive clean-looking application.            
These applications are specific to mobile operating systems. 
 
Hybrid mobile development frameworks implement a one-size-fits-all solution by providing          
native containers for each operating system that interacts with an HTML5-based browser            
component. APIs from the native browser component provide access to native operating            
system APIs. User interface look and feel is developed using HTML5/Javascript, which is then              
packaged and bundled locally into a native application binary. The advantage is that a single               
UI can support multiple mobile device types. 
 

Here are a few popular hybrid-based mobile development platforms, but there are more: 
 

● Phonegap - phonegap.com  
○ Also, here's link to a PhoneGap introductory blog by one of our Keyhole             

developers – Introduction to PhoneGap. 
● Sencha Touch - http://Sencha.com/ 
● Appcelerator Titanium - appcelerator.com 
● Apache Cordova - cordova.apache.org 
● Appspresson – appspresso.com 

 
There is another approach that more ambitious enterprises can take for hybrid development.             
It takes more engineering, but if the population of support mobile devices is known, then               
custom native containers can be developed that consume HTML5/JavaScript UI elements. This            
provides additional control and more flexibility in application deployment and provisioning.           
However, it does come with additional support requirements. 

5. Summary 
HTML5 features provide native support for application capabilities that were solved with            
JavaScript libraries and frameworks. Developers have to introduce and manage these           
libraries, leading a larger code base, which can affect performance and maintainability.            
Especially for enterprise SPA applications, which can have robust functionality. But not all             
browsers consistently implement HTML5 features. 
 
I believe that in time, especially since the HTML5 specification has been finalized and the               
bring your own device (BYOD) approach has gained ground, enterprises will be driven to              
implement mobile-based applications with HTML5 rather than writing native applications. 
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So, does the enterprise application architect write SPA applications that support specific            
HTML5 features? Or, should they just continue to use frameworks that provide HTML5             
features? These are not yes or no questions; it primarily depends upon the sensitivity to               
browsers used and availability in the enterprise. 
 
Usually, organizations control users' workstations and push an authorized browser and version.            
This gives IT the target browser to specifically write software for. The enterprise may allow               
users to install a later version or browser from another manufacturer, but enterprise             
applications are not guaranteed to function. For more liberal enterprises that do not             
lock-down desktops and allow multiple browsers to be installed, applications can be written             
to specific browser versions with certain HTML5 features. 
 
Enterprise developers can protect themselves by abstracting away specific HTML5 features           
from direct access. The SPA application architecture supporting frameworks described in           
upcoming tutorials can provide this indirection. Also, there are cases where the developer can              
apply a simple wrapper API to HTML5 features. This allows fallback capabilities to be applied               
to handle incompatibilities. 
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About Keyhole Software 

Keyhole Software is a Midwest-based software development and consulting firm with a team             
that loves technology. Our expert employee consultants excel as “change agents,” helping our             
clients to be successful with software technologies that bring competitive advantage. See            
some of our recent projects here. 
 
We frequently assist clients with custom application design, development, and modernization           
initiatives with Java, JavaScript/SPA, and .NET technologies. 
 
Keyhole was founded on the principle of delivering quality solutions through a talented             
technical team, and as such, knowledge transfer is important to us. To our clients, we offer                
various techniques to provide the most value: one-on-one or group mentoring, lab/lecture            
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educational courses, and access to our knowledge transfer engine GrokOla. 

Keyhole Software HTML5 / JavaScript Services 

● Outsourced Development – A Keyhole team provided to perform analysis, design,           
development, testing and deployment of HTML5-based applications 

● Development Support – Specialized members of our team participate as 
project team member and perform development activities  

● HTML5 / JavaScript Education – Custom course to teach your team the ins and outs of                
effective enterprise development with HTML5  

● Mentoring / Player Coaching – Coaching and knowledge transfer, working with your            
team to help them understand, use and know best practices in HTML5 development  

For More Information 
Keyhole Corporate Kansas City 
8900 State Line Road, Suite 455 
Leawood, KS 66206 
Tel: (877) 521-7769 
 
Keyhole St. Louis 
Tel: (314) 477-7962 
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